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[A] (Marks : 45 + 5 for note taking)

Communicating with a person who is in front of your is face to face communication
and this is mostly oral in nature. Communicating with a person who is away from /
you is communicating over a distance and is called distance communication. It may be
either oral or written in nature. In this unit you are going to look at distance //
communication and some of the ways in which it is managed.

One of the most common modes of distance communication is Mail. It is also
one of the earliest systems /// of such communication. In its simplest form, mail means
a letter which sent by post. Mail is cheapest form of communication. A new development
in this field of communication is //1// Speed post. This facility enables the other party
to get the message via letters within the shortest possible time. More recently a number
of private courier service have come to / cope with the ever increasing quantum of mail.

A telegram transmits messages over long distance faster than a letter. A telegraphics
message can be sent over a teleprinter Telegrams can // be dictated from ones home
over the telephone from onward transmission. This way of sending a telegram is called
a phonogram. But a telegram is costlier than a letter as /// every word has to be paid
for. Therefore, telegrams are sent when the messages are urgent. Because of this only
the important part of a message is sent in a //2// telegram. Very often a letter containing
the other details follows a telegrams.

Telex is the name given to a teleprinter service whereby messages can be transmitted
directly from a telex / subscriber to any other telex subscriber either in India or abroad.
Therefore it is called point to point communication. It is believed to combine the speed
of the telephone and // the accuracy of the letter in conveying messages.

Telex messages are charged on the basis of distance and transmission time.
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Where as the teleprinter can transmit conventional signs like letters of /// the alphabet
numerals prunctuation marks etc. The Fax machine is an improvement on the teleprinter,
can be used to transmit entire document from one place to another. Fax is an abbreviation
//3// of facsimile.  It functions like a long distance xerox machine. It is the fastest mode
of transmitting documents.

We said at the beginning that distance communication could be oral / as well as
written. While the letter, the telegram, the telex and the fax are all forms of written
communication the radio the television and the telephone are long distance // systems
of oral communication. The radio and the television are one-way mass communication
media. Unlike the mass media, the telephone enables interpersonal communication.
Moreover we have immediate feedback. It /// is quick and saves a lot of valuable time
and energy. Through the STD and ISD a direct contact a can be established with people
in different places all over the country. //4//

[An interval of two minutes]

[B] [Marks : 45 + 5 for note taking]

It is again my pleasant privilege to welcome you all here for the 10th annual general
meeting and to place before you the important aspects of the company’s present/working
and future potentialities. The Director’s report has been in your hands for sometime,
from a perusal of which I should say that the Company has had a satisfactory year
// of working. On the whole, the results have been better than last year and the turnover
in volume and in value has been the highest in the Company’s history.

The /// second stage of expansion for increasing our chemical production from 20
to 40 tons per day is making satisfactory progress though the plant has not yet started
production //1// consequent on delays on the delivery of electrical and rectified plants.
However, all the equipment has been either received at site or is in transit. Such equipment
as has been / received is being installed and tuned up. When this plant starts production,
we will have installed a more economic unit which will be eight times the original capacity
with which // the Company started operations.

I have to invite your special attention to the further excellent expansion scheme
referred to in the report, which your Directors consider will place the company /// a
competitive position and keep us abreast of development elsewhere in the years ahead.
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The stepping up of production of the chemicals from 40 to 100 tons per day, the
//2// entire increase in production being of rayon grade quality, is a necessary development
for us during the Fifth Plan period in which the production in the country is expected
to / reach three lacs tone, as against the Fourth Plan target of one lac tons. One important
feature of our expansion will be that ours will be a full integrated plant // utilising all
the co-product chlorine, quite beneficially contributing to the high profitability of our
expanded plan.

Your Directors are actively exploring ways and means of financing this third stage
expansion /// in such a way that the dividend percentage is not materially affected during
the period of our stepping up production. This would therefore involve our procuring
both loan and share //3// capital in suitably staggered stages depending on the progress
of erection and construction. We shall place before you definite proposals with regard
to the financing of this expansion scheme as / soon as exact estimates are worked for
the project which it is hoped will be in the course of the current year.

As you are aware, the Industrial Finance Corporation // of India have been of
continuous assistance to this Company in all its expansion projects from the very inception.
In our recent discussion in connection with the present expansion, we /// have been
assured for full financial co-operation in the implementation of the new project.

Since the close of the financial year this company has had its share of electricity
cuts. //4//

_______________


